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Introduction

The journey we started in 2017, with our Social Responsibility Reports, now
culminates with the publication of our first Cleopatra Luxury Resort Sharm
Sustainability Report.
This document outlines our company’s endeavors
environmental protection and social responsibility.

in

2018

in

terms

of

One of our aims in designing this report was to make it accessible. We have done
our best to present it in a clear way, to fulfil its informative purpose, and with the
desire to publicize the actions of Cleopatra Luxury Resort Sharm in relation to the
people who make up our team, the local communities and the environment.
Each chapter
of this sustainability report breaks down the internal policies in that
area, the actions or best practices implemented in the course of 2017, and the
resulting data, in graph form. The ultimate aim is to present all sustainabilityrelated information that may be useful for our stakeholders, clearly and concisely.
At the same time, it will mark the starting point of a strategy that, over the
coming years, will lead us to persevere in our policies of fighting poverty,
achieving
equality, consuming responsibly and protecting biodiversity and the
environment. It is a path that will require us to step up our efforts and to establish
new commitments if we really wish contribute to sustainable economic
development.
From the Cleopatra Luxury Resort Sharm, we welcome you to this Report, which
marks the end of a cycle, but also the start of a new journey.
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MESSAGE FROM
General Manager

Dear friends,
Over the last period, people and the
environment have been the two ideas at
the heart of the Cleopatra Luxury
Resort Sharm, helping to shape the
initiatives carried out in these two areas.
Generating awareness of these ideas among our stakeholders and society in
general is the primary aim of the Cleopatra Luxury Resort Sharm Sustainability
Report 2018, presented to you here.
This document is clearly intended to be informative, as corresponds to any
sustainability report, and its ultimate aim is to disclose our organization’s actions
in terms of sustainable development and our capacity to produce economic, social
and environmental benefits for the communities where we operate.
At Cleopatra Luxury Resort Sharm, we firmly believe that we should be aware of
what we owe the people and surroundings where we operate. This is an intrinsic
responsibility that we must all embrace within our individual companies. Today
more than ever.
Therefore, we are following the trend and interest of companies in recent years to
publicize their principles, commitments and aims: our policies, the strategies we
follow, how we interact with our stakeholders, the projects we launch to minimize
our environmental impact and more.
In short, we hope that this sustainability report proves to be an excellent
opportunity to demonstrate the commitment to sustainable development of this
Hotel and its 380 employees.
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THE Cleo Sharm
COMMITMENTS

After years in the industry and many lessons learned in relation to Cleopatra luxury Sharm
strives daily to be a committed and responsible hotel with regard to the impact of its
activity in the country where it is present.

We believe in using water responsibly and we are working to minimize its
waste and to maximize reuse .

We reduce the amount of waste we produce as much as possible and we manage it
responsibly by separating waste that can be recycled and reprocessed.

We work with staff and customers to reduce our energy consumption in terms of
both fuel and electricity.

We participate in nature conservation programmers that work to protect
endangered species and their habitats.

We have decided to be certified in the Travelife system that guarantees
the sustainable management of our hotels and fulfilment of all these
commitments
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Over the course of this journey, we have created a series of commitments to sustainable
development that have become the company’s roadmap for corporate social responsibility.

We

raise

awareness

among

our

staff,

clients

and

suppliers

of

how

important small changes are to achieve big results.

At Cleopatra Luxury Sharm Hotel our aim has always been to achieve full
customer satisfaction, because that is the foundation of our business
success.

Our key value is people, which is why we priorities opportunities for the
personal and professional development of our staff.

We are immersed in the communities of the places

where

we

operate,

contributing to their improvement and greater well-being through social
projects and generating development opportunities.

We believe it is essential to guarantee health and safety in all the
processes that

make up

our service

and we

do this by protecting

customers and staff from possible risks.

Through our adherence to the ECPAT code, we commit to meeting its
criteria

by

implementing

actions

and

best

practices

geared

towards

eradicating the problem.
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All Cleopatra Sharm Management Team are aware of every
drop of water we use. That’s why it is important for us to
choose more efficient machinery and appliances, because
Environment

they optimize the hotel’s energy and are kinder to the
environment. This is the case with the washing machines
that we use to wash items like drapes, net curtains,
dishcloths and tablecloths,

Water Use and Recycling
At Cleopatra Luxury Resort Sharm Elsheihk, we know that water is a limited but essential
resource for life, so years ago we started to develop the code of best practice for its
responsible management and use. Today, we continue to work to minimize water wastage
and to maximize its reuse through the water saving and recycling systems at our
establishments.
Efficient water saving measures implemented at Cleopatra Luxury Sharm Resort:
Timer bush buttons on the urinals
Movement Sensor on the urinals flush
Half push button on Toilet flush of room toilets
Mixer taps in showers to improve temperature regulation
Efficient showers and basins with flow reducers and timers.

Showers in all refurbished and new-build hotels.

Native plants to the region except in the areas surrounding pools.

Drip and sprinkler irrigation with pressure regulators.

Watering at cooler times of day to reduce evaporation.
Waste water is treated and reuse in watering the green area inside the hotel

Periodical inspections of machinery and water distribution devices to prevent
leaks and water loss
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Tips for our guests in the Room

Awareness-raising and team training

Save our planet card for water saving
protect our environment card
Conserve of energy

our staff receive training on minimizing
water use.

Water indicators
WATER (M3 per night per guest)

1.25

2017

0.97

2018
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Waste management
We reduce the amount of waste we produce as much as possible and we manage it
responsibly by separating waste that can be recycled and reprocessed.
Sustainable measures applied in Cleopatra Luxury Sharm Resort to reduce waste and its
impact on the environment:
 Buying products in bulk, which reduces packaging waste.
 We select packaging made with recycled or biodegradable materials.
 The hotel have facilities to separate recyclable waste.
 A special protocol for the disposal of hazardous waste.
 Rules regarding the treatment of chemical products,
Paint, Solvents, light bulbs and Batteries.
 We manage the removal of chemical products and toxic waste responsibly by
separating them for recycling and treatment by authorized bodies.
 In this way, we avoid harming nature with hazardous waste and reduce the consumption
of energy, water and raw materials required for the creation of new containers.
 There are waste containers in the hotels’
communal areas for paper, glass, plastic
and biodegradable waste, which allows
waste to be classified according to
whether it is biodegradable or not.


We have installed signs for guests to learn
about and follow the hotels’ practices.

 We encourage guests to avoid wasting food in the buffet restaurants.
 We carry out training sessions with our teams regarding recycling and waste
management.
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Arrange Monthly Cleanup day, and invite the guest to join us

Waste indicators
Waste (Kilogram per night per guest)

2018
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Energy Saving
We work with energy-efficient equipment to
reduce our energy consumption, in the form
of both fuel and electricity and gas. Our
standard is maximum comfort for guests but
with reasonable energy consumption, making
good use of natural resources and
contributing to reducing pollution.
Measures applied in Cleopatra Luxury Sharm Resort in relation to air conditioning,
lighting, fuel and Gas:
LED and low-energy lighting in the hotels.
Join in the global event Earth hour
Lighting systems with maximum efficiency ratings in the spaces where
Cleopatra luxury Sharm resort staff work.
Working on to replace of appliances with high- efficiency equipment or
class ‘A’ energy rating.
The implementation, wherever possible, of geothermal air conditioning, as
this technology increases energy efficiency by up to 400%.
Using of kitchen with natural gas, which produces cleaner energy.
Posting turn off air-conditioning switch-off devices in the rooms when
guests open doors and windows, to prevent unnecessary
energy
consumption and loss.
Timer on and off controls for public lighting, synchronized with daylight
hours.
Movement sensor in public toilets to switch on and light off.
We recommend using public transport or other means that produce little
or no pollutions
Training sessions on energy saving.
Electricty energy indicators
Electric (kWh per night per guest)

153
kWh/Room

2017

108

2018

kWh/Room
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Wildlife Protection
We participate in biodiversity and wildlife conservation activities through
programmers that protect endangered species and their habitats. Also, as we
receive thousands of visitors every year, we are responsible for raising our
guests’ awareness of this issue.

 We follow recommendations for the protection of the sea life and corals on the
beaches and for the preservation of their habitat.
 We carry out information activities such as posting guidelines for our guest to
protect the beach and not to feed the fishes
 We discourage people from fishing at the red sea coast, and from buying
products made from their shells.
 We provide beach life guard to support for the nocturnal beach patrols and
to inform the guest about sea life protection.
 We avoid activities and events on the beach and we do without lighting at night
in the areas around our hotels.
 We support the Sea life protection
 Our Diving center is a member of Chamber of Diving and Water Sports which was
founded by Egypt’s Ministry of Tourism in 2007 with a goal to improve quality,
safety and standard of services in the diving and watersports industry, as well as
to preserve unique environment of the Red Sea.
 All diving centers and safari boats will meet ISO standards EN 14467 / ISO 24803
for diving by 2009 as agreed with Egypt’s CDWS, the Austrian Institute of Norms
and the European Underwater Federation
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Sustainability Certification
Since 2017, Cleopatra Luxury Sharm Resort have been certified with the TRAVELIFE international
certification program, which specializes in sustainability management for the tourist
industry and guarantees responsible management and fulfilment of all the sustainability
commitments.

Certified

2017

The TRAVELIFE program consists of 163 basic requirements based o n 13 categories that
encompass the following themes:

•

Best practice in the organizations
Policies.

•

Human rights.

•

Labor conditions and relations.

•

Environment.

•

Compliance with legislation.

•

Local development.

•

Commitment to communities and customers.
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